With the increase of digital data on servers different approach of data mining is done. This lead to important issue of proving privacy to the unfair information against any person, place, community etc. So Privacy preserving mining come in existence. This paper provide privacy for sensitive rule that discriminate data on the basis of community, gender, country, etc. So finding of those rules and suppression is done. Perturbation technique is use for the hiding sensitive rules. Experiment is done on real adult dataset for different ratio. Results shows that proposed work is better in maintaining the originality, reduce execution time, reduce data loss, at last suppress rules while other rules are remain unaffected.
INTRODUCTION
As the number of digital data users are increasing day by day, so extracting information from this rough data is done by data mining. Different approach of mining is done for different type of data such as textual, image, video, etc. Information extraction is done in digital for resolving many issues. But some time this data contain information that is not fruitful for an organization, country, raise, etc. So before extraction such kind of information is remove. By doing this privacy for such unfair information is done. This is very useful for the security of data which contain some kind of medical information about the individual, financial information of family or any class. As this make some changes on the dataset, so present information in the dataset get modify and make it general for all class or rearrange so that miner not reach to concern person. So privacy preserving mining consist of many approaches for preserving the information at various level form the individual to the class of items [3, 4] . But vision is to find the information from the dataset by observing repeated pattern present in the fields or data which can provide information of the individual, then perturb it by different methods such as suppression, association rules, swapping, etc.
Mostly when data is place on the server then miner can get the access of the whole information, so many researchers are working for the access of the data. If data is successfully achieved then it is possible for miner to get all kind of information present in it. Considering this problem people are working for providing security against large number of privacy attacks. Here before placing the data on the public server it get perturb so that unfavourable information or negative data is suppress. This lead to put same data with some modification on the server and it will not affect the overall privacy [5] . So it is hard to require that protection of data is done in prior steps by hiding important information like name of person, address, mobile number, date of birth, etc. But this kind of protection is not sufficient for many cases where data mining algorithm is apply as it directly or indirectly fetch information from the raw data. Although utilization of same for the ethical purpose is very helpful in all, the data privacy measure. So data mining implies on data where terrorism activity can be involve.
RELATED WORK
In [1] perturbation of dataset is done for providing security of the data on server. As some of cooperative store data is store on server for regular updating in price, category, etc. Dataset need protection from unauthorized user. So proper solution for this problem is develop in this paper by perturbing the data before uploading it on server. Then proper algorithm is develop for the de-perturbing the uploaded perturbed copy as if authorized user again read data then it should get original copy. Here by the use of association rule sensitive information or pattern of items is obtained. Now those rule which are above the threshold of minimum support are perturbed by adding fake transaction in the dataset so that overall support get reduce and dataset get perturb by these fake transaction. Placement of these transactions is done by modulus table. As this modulus remember the fake position in the dataset. In order to increase perturbation Items are replace by chipper text where each text will specify one item in the original dataset. In [14] similar work for outsourcing is done but the algorithm is calculation is unknown to the client and server.
In [6] k-anonymity technique is use as it give direct protection for the individual before releasing the data. This can be understand as let a person having salary then that is replace by the range of salary from ten thousand to twenty thousand. In the similar fasion age of a person is replace by range. So by this overall confusion of the data is increase while rest of value remain same. So they simply give range to the age, income. Let age = 24 then its range is 20-30. Then this paper find hidden information from the data with the help of Association Frequent rules. As for finding the pattern of purchasing of item from the transaction frequent pattern need to be generate with the help of association rules.
In [8] multilevel privacy is provide by the author, basic concept develop in this paper is separate perturbed copy of the dataset for different user. Here user are divide into there trust level so base on the trust level dataset is perturbation percentage get increase. Here paper resolve one issue of database reconstruction by combing the different level Communications on Applied Electronics (CAE) -ISSN : 2394-4714 Foundation of Computer Science FCS, New York, USA Volume 2 -No.8, September 2015 -www.caeaccess.org 13 perturbed copy then regenerate into single original database. So to overcome this problem perturbation of next level is done in perturbed copy of previous one. In this way if lower trust user get combine and try to regenerate original dataset then only one higher perturbed copy can be regenerate. The distribution of the entries in such a matrix looks like cornerwaves originated from the lower right corner.
In [9, 12] paper cover a new issue for the direct indirect discrimination prevention in the dataset. Here it will collect discriminate item set which help in producing the association rule for identifying the direct or indirect rules. Then hide the rules which are above the threshold value by converting the XY to XY' where X is a set of discriminating item this tend to hide the information which will generate only those rules that not give any discriminating rule. Here Y is change to Y' means an opposite value is replace at few attributes.
In case of Pre-processing there are methods that can identify those rules or attributes in the database that is obtained from the source data then remove, modify those discriminatory rules or attributes biases contained in the original data so that no unfair decision rule can be mined from the transformed dataset by using any of the data mining algorithms. The preprocessing approaches of data transformation and hierarchybased generalization can be adapted from the privacy preservation literature [5, 11] .
One more category of discrimination prevention is Inprocessing approach where privacy prevention rules are apply in the algorithm which generate information. This can be understand as some non-discretionary constraints are apply on the decision tree of [10] so that generated information is discriminant free. Although it is found that in-processing discrimination prevention algorithms are depends on the special purpose data mining approaches as standard data mining algorithms cannot be used because they ought to be adapted to satisfy the non-discrimination requirement.
BACKGROUND
The data set is a combination of items and their attribute. Let the original dataset has an item attribute along with its value, e.g. Gender = {Male, Female}. So a combination of item is term as set of item such as e.g. {country, employee, salary}.
Here discrimination rules is express as X C, where C has value of binary class such as true or false. Other is X item set such as {foreign, worker  False}. Support(s) can be define as total percentage of any rule present in dataset. Such as rule XC percentage in dataset is obtain by Support (XC) =(XUC) / D Where D is total number of session present in dataset while XUC is number of session where XC is present.
In similar fashion confidence of association rule is obtained by Confidence (XC) =(XUC) / X Where X is total number of session where X present in dataset while XUC is number of session where XC is present.
Elift: Pedreschi et al. [12] generate the new method of evaluation of rules from the measure that is elift which is the ratio of the confidence of the rule to the confidence of the non discriminatory items in that rule. Elfit = Conf(AUBC) / Conf( BC)
PROPOSED WORK 4.1 Pre-Processing
As the dataset is obtain from the above steps contain many unnecessary information which one need to be removed for making proper operation. Here data need to be read as per the algorithm such as the arrangement of the data in form of matrix is required.
Generate Rules
In order to hide the information from the dataset one approach is to reduce the support and confidence of the desired item. For finding the item set which is most desired one has to find that the frequent pattern in the dataset. There are many approaches of pattern finding in the dataset which are most frequent one of the most popular is aprior algorithm is use in this work.
Separate Direct and Indirect Rules
Now from the generate rule step one can get bunch of rules then it is required to separate those rules from the collection into direct and indirect rule set. Those rules which contain dicriminant items are identified as the direct rules which those not contain are indirect rules. This can be understand as the Let A, B C where A is set of discriminant item then this rule is direct rule, where B, C are non discriminant items. If D, B C is a rule and D is the non discriminate item set the this rule is not direct rule. Now all direct rules are need to find that either it is ά discriminate rule or not for this first find the elift value of the rule then those rules whose elift value are more than the ά value is term as the ά discriminatory rule.
Perturb Transaction
Now next step is to calculate number of transaction that need to be modified in order to hide the rules. For this follow steps:
Where ABC, AB, BC, B is number of session those items are present in dataset.
Perturbation
In order to hide that rule many approaches has been done that is mention in the table below 
End Loop
In above proposed algorithm input is original dataset and output contain perturbed dataset. In whole algorithm first rules are generate which are above elift threshold value  .
Then in-order to suppress those rules find number of sessions to perturb and perturb those session where that item set is present.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
This section present the experimental dataset and different evaluation parameter description. Here Results are shown and comparison of those result is also done.
Dataset
In [15] it has use Adult dataset where it contain different discriminating item set such as country, Gender, Race, 1996. This data set consists of 48,842 records, split into a "train" part with 32,561 records and a "test" part with 16,281 records. The data set has 14 attributes (without class attribute). For our experiments with the Adult data set, we set DI = {Gender=Female} and salary greater then the 50k$.
Evaluation Parameters
There are two approaches to evaluate the discriminating algorithm developed which can specify the quality of the work first is Discrimination Removal while second is data quality after the implementation of the algorithm. Normally balancing both is quit difficult as if data quality need to maintain then some of the rules will be unaffected and over all purpose will be not be solve while in case of maintaining discriminating rule less data [11] , dataset the quality will definite degrade as it need to either change or remove from the dataset.
 Direct Discrimination Prevention Degree (DDPD).
This measure quantifies the percentage of discriminatory rules that are no longer discriminatory in the transformed dataset [9] .
 Direct Discrimination Protection Preservation (DDPP). This measure quantifies the percentage of the protective rules in the original dataset that remain protective in the transformed dataset [9] . Data Loss: As proposed work provide privacy for the sensitive item set rules with minimum data loss. As in privacy data perturbation make data loss.
 Originality: As change in original data is the way to provide privacy in mining. So algorithm that will maintain maximum originality after perturbation is major expectation.
 Execution time: Third parameter is to evaluate execution time time of the algorithm that is time taken by the proposed method for execution. Algorithm time is expect after the evaluation of the direct and indirect rules. From table 2 it is obtained that with the decrease in ά value originality of the perturbed dataset also decrease. This is because as the decrease of ά will increase the number of session of those rules. One more observation is that proposed work originality is high as compare to previous work in [9] .
Results
From table 3 it is obtained that with the decrease in ά value data loss of the perturbed dataset get increase. This is because as the decrease of ά will increase the number of session of those rules and to hide those new session algorithm need to perturb more sessions. One more observation is that proposed work data loss percentage is lower as compare to previous work in [9] . From table 4 it is obtained that with the decrease in ά value execution time for perturbing the dataset get increase. This is because as the decrease of ά will increase the number of session of those rules and to hide those new session algorithm need to perturb more sessions, so extra time is required for hiding those rules. One more observation is that proposed work data execution time is lower as compare to previous work in [9] .
From table 5 it is obtained that with the decrease in ά value DDPP and DDPD values remain same. As per DDPP it shows that non-sensitive rules remain unaffected by the work. While DDPD shows that all the sensitive rules are hide successfully. So as per previous work our algorithm also have same level of accuracy on these parameters.
CONCLUSION
As data mining provide makes work easy for different organization. Preserving privacy mining of discriminate rules is done in this paper. Proposed work has generated rules by aprior algorithm where those which are above the elift threshold are consider as sensitive rules. For perturbing those rules sensitive item is suppressed by adopting perturbation where sensitive item value is convert into non-sensitive value of same category. Results shows that proposed work perform well in different evaluation parameter as compare to previous works. As research is the continuous process where, so in future different rule generation algorithm can be use which automatically identify sensitive items.
